
Multiple Choice – Nonfiction
Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech

Grade Ten

William Faulkner, probably the most important American novelist of the twentieth century,
made this Nobel Prize acceptance speech in Stockholm, Sweden, on December 10, 1950.

I feel that this award was not made to me as a man, but to my work – a life’s
work in the agony and sweat of the human spirit, not for glory and least of all for
profit, but to create out of the materials of the human spirit something which did not
exist before. So this award is only mine in trust. It will not be difficult to find a

(5) dedication for the money part of it commensurate with the purpose and significance
of its origin. But I would like to do the same with the acclaim too, by using this
moment as a pinnacle from which I might be listened to by the young men and
women already dedicated to the same anguish and travail, among whom is already
that one who will some day stand here where I am standing.

(10) Our tragedy today is a general and universal physical fear so long sustained by
now that we can even bear it. There are no longer problems of the spirit. There is
only one question: When will I be blown up? Because of this, the young man or
woman writing today has forgotten the problems of the human heart in conflict with
itself which alone can make good writing because only that is worth writing about,

(15) worth the agony and the sweat.
He must learn them again. He must teach himself that the basest of all things is

to be afraid; and, teaching himself that, forget it forever, leaving no room in his
workshop for anything but the old verities and truths of the heart, the old universal
truths lacking which any story is ephemeral and doomed – love and honor and pity

(20) and pride and compassion and sacrifice. Until he does so, he labors under a curse. He
writes not of love but of lust, of defeats in which nobody loses anything of value, of
victories without hope and worst of all, without pity or compassion. His griefs grieve
on no universal bones, leaving no scars. He writes not of the heart but of the glands.

Until he relearns these things, he will write as though he stood among and
(25) watched the end of man. I decline to accept the end of man. It is easy enough to say

that man is immortal simply because he will endure: that when the last ding-dong of
doom has clanged and faded from the last worthless rock hanging tideless in the last
red and dying evening, that even then there will still be one more sound: that of his
puny inexhaustible voice, still talking. I refuse to accept this. I believe that man will

(30) not merely endure: he will prevail. He is immortal, not because he alone among creatures
has an inexhaustible voice, but because he has a soul, a spirit capable of compassion
and sacrifice and endurance. The poet’s, the writer’s, duty is to write about these
things. It is his privilege to help man endure by lifting his heart, by reminding him of
the courage and honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice

(35) which have been the glory of his past. The poet’s voice need not merely be the record
of man, it can be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail.
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Multiple Choice – Nonfiction
Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech

Grade Ten

1. The purpose of the first paragraph (lines 1 – 9) is to
A. thank the Swedish academy
B. explain what the award means to the writer
C. inspire other writers to claim the glory
D. downgrade the importance of the award
E. divert the praise from the writer to the work

2. In lines 1 – 3, there is an example of
A. comparison and contrast
B. antithesis
C. cause and effect
D. ambiguity
E. juxtaposition

3. In the context of the passage, the word “pinnacle” (line 7) means
A. highest point
B. top of a mountain
C. momentous chance
D. complete advantage
E. inspiration to write more

4. The tone of the first paragraph (lines 1 – 9) is
A. amiable
B. humble
C. cautious
D. inspirational
E. proud

5. According to paragraph two (lines 10 – 15), the most important fear the modern age faces is
A. national
B. spiritual
C. physical
D. familial
E. universal
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6. In paragraph two (lines 10 – 15), Faulkner contends the only subject worth writing about
concerns the
A. sweat and pain associated with hard work
B. conflicts and pain of each human’s innermost feelings
C. fear of being killed by forces beyond man’s control
D. pressures of recording humanity’s experiences
E. pitiful nature of lost men and women

7. The antecedent of the word “them” (line 16) is
A. “we can” (line 11)
B. “problems of the spirit” (line 11)
C. “problems of the human heart” (line 13)
D. “good writing” (line 14)
E. “the agony and the sweat” (line 15)

8. The sentence beginning, “He must teach…” (lines 16 – 20) is an example of
A. an inverted sentence
B. a balanced sentence
C. a cumulative sentence
D. an analytical sentence
E. a complex sentence

9. The “curse” (line 20) possesses all of the following ideas about modern writers EXCEPT
that they
A. focus on the body instead of the heart
B. describe inconsequential losses
C. relate meaningless victories
D. dwell on the old wounds of particular people
E. possess neither sorrow for others nor desire to assist

10. The tone of the final three paragraphs (lines 10 – 36) is
A. haughty
B. explosive
C. vexed
D. presumptuous
E. warning

11. In the context of the passage, the word “decline” (line 25) means to
A. politely express non-acceptance
B. kindly refute the evidence
C. reject with condemnation
D. repudiate as a falsehood
E. spurn with regret
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12. Line 26 contains an example of
A. oxymoron
B. onomatopoeia
C. personification
D. synecdoche
E. metonymy

13. The sentence in lines 33 – 35 contains an example of
A. incremental repetition
B. parallel structure
C. juxtaposition of ideas
D. synecdoche and hyperbole
E. paradox and understatement

14. The last sentence of the speech contains
A. similes
B. allusions
C. metaphors
D. hyperboles
E. personifications

15. An appropriate title for this speech would be
A. Man Will Prevail
B. Catastrophe in the World
C. Man’s Individual Fears
D. The Triumph of Civilization
E. Immortal Man
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